
Store Share Access, SSA Completes Integration
with Construction Industry Photo Solution
Leader CompanyCam

SSA

Roofing CRM Store Share Access, SSA
integrates with construction photo-based
solution platform CompanyCam.

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA, UNITED
STATES, April 11, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Store Share
Access (SSA), LLC announces its
completion of integrating with photo
solution technology Pioneer
CompanyCam. Thanks to this convenient
enhancement, SSA members can use
CompanyCam's photo solution directly from within SSA's CRM system for roofers. With this
integration, SSA continues to deliver accessible roofing CRM technology that's simple to use and
convenient.

This is a game changer for
us”

Michael Dier of Watkins
Construction and Roofing

Louisiana-based Store Share Access (SSA) LLC enhances
SSA -- its easy-to-use roofing CRM platform -- with
convenience thanks to its integration with CompanyCam. As a
leader in photo solutions for the construction industry,
CompanyCam offers its members on the SSA platform the
ability to access its technology, which includes cloud storage
and unlimited photos, right within the SSA platform in each
job.

"SSA is proud to partner with a pioneer in the industry like CompanyCam. Now our members can use
CompanyCam's services directly from our system," explains SSA owner Chuck Magee.

Convenient Solutions for Compelling Results

Having the ability to use convenient tools that help improve efficiency is vital for any roofing
contractor. With the completion of SSA's CompanyCam photo solution integration, members can now
leverage the convenience of using the photo solutions tool within the platform to save money and
time. “This is a game changer for us” Says Michael Dier of Watkins Construction and Roofing in
Jackson MS. 

CompanyCam enables contractors to take unlimited pictures that can be securely stored using cloud-
based technology. These images are also time- and location-stamped for convenience. This enables
contractors to easily access their projects no matter when or where they are. CompanyCam's photo
solution also enables contractors to track the place and time of the pictures regardless of who takes
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the photo. This technology complements SSA's robust and simple-to-use CRM platform with images
that can support real-time communication and reduction of job-site errors.

While SSA's platform can be used as a sales tool, its ability to facilitate organization and
communication from one central location makes it convenient and easy for roofing contractors to use.
To gain more insight on SSA's creative and convenient products, please visit the SSA website.

About CompanyCam

CompanyCam is a photo-based solution created for contractors, by contractors. Users can take
unlimited photos—which are location and time stamped, sent to the cloud, and stored securely. Every
photo is organized by project and instantly available to your team, allowing you to see what’s going on
anytime, anywhere. Photos can be annotated with drawings, arrows, comments, tags, and voice notes
and users can create project timelines, photo galleries, reports, and transformation photos through
the app. Recently, new augmented reality tools have been added and users can now use virtual
measuring and place virtual objects into projects.

About Store Share Access

SSA was designed and is sold and supported by roofers who have been in the roofing construction
industry for many years. In addition to being simple to use, with no complex software to learn, SSA is
accessible and works on any device from anywhere. SSA is affordable, with one low monthly price no
matter how many users a company adds. Store Share Access is the roofing industry's best friend in a
CRM. Finally, a CRM that works as hard as you do!

Chuck Magee
SSA LLC
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